Magnetic particle imaging (MPI) is a promising new in-vivo medical imaging modality in which distributions of super-paramagnetic nanoparticles are tracked based on their response in an applied magnetic field. In this paper we provide a mathematical analysis of the modeled MPI operator in the univariate situation. We provide a Hilbert space setup, in which the MPI operator is decomposed into simple building blocks and in which these building blocks are analyzed with respect to their mathematical properties. In turn, we obtain an analysis of the MPI forward operator and, in particular, of its ill-posedness properties. We further get that the singular values of the MPI core operator decrease exponentially. We complement our analytic results by some numerical studies which, in particular, suggest a rapid decay of the singular values of the MPI operator.
Introduction
Magnetic particle imaging (MPI) is an emerging medical imaging modality whose goal is to determine the spatio-temporal distribution of super-paramagnetic nanoparticles by measuring their non-linear magnetization response to an applied magnetic field. This imaging technology was invented by B. Gleich and J. Weizenecker and published first in 2005 [14] . The particle distribution in this modality is not measured directly, but indirectly by the voltage induced by the magnetization of the nanoparticles during the imaging process. Being more precise, the non-linear response of super-paramagnetic nanoparticles to a temporally oscillating magnetic field is used. The temporal change of the applied magnetic field results in a temporal change of the magnetization of the nanoparticles and this change of magnetization induces a voltage in a given set of receive coils. In this way, the induced voltage in the receive coils reflects the distribution of the particles in space.
MPI is a promising imaging modality for biological and medical diagnostics because of the following two features: (i) MPI offers a high dynamic spatial and temporal resolution [26] ; (ii) in contrast to many other tomographic methods, such as PET or SPECT (cf. [37, 50] ), MPI does not employ any ionizing radiation during the imaging process. In addition, in MPI only the magnetic tracer material is imaged which avoids artifacts stemming from nearby tissue as in angiographic CT. Potential applications for MPI are any tracer based diagnostics. Examples are quantitative stem cell imaging [56] as well blood flow imaging and cancer detection [28] . In angiographic applications, for instance, the magnetic nanoparticles are injected into the blood stream in order to obtain a visualization of the blood flow and the vessel system by determining the spatio-temporal distribution of the nanoparticles.
As a basic reference on MPI, we refer to the book [28] and, for early work, to the articles [14, 15, 53] . The continuous 1D MPI model studied in this article was introduced and investigated in [43] . For a further broader overview about different aspects of MPI imaging we mention the papers [12, 18, 25, 29, 33, 36, 45, 46] and the references therein. Among others, these articles provide information about different designs of MPI scanners, reconstruction methods in various MPI imaging setups as well as questions concerning the design of suitable nanoparticles for MPI. Challenges in MPI on its way to application in clinical practice are as well discussed in [28] . Further actual developments and applications of this technology are given in [30, 42] .
The MPI imaging process is commonly modeled as a linear operator equation which has to be inverted (in the sense of inverse problems) to reconstruct the tracer distribution from the measured voltage. Depending on the context, the corresponding MPI forward operator can be a system matrix describing a discretized imaging process, or an integral operator in a continuous model. As this linear system is usually ill-posed, regularization methods have to be employed in the reconstruction process. Typical examples are Tikhonov regularization [32, 54] as well as iterative schemes such as Kaczmarz and Landweber iteration, see [28] . Variational regularization schemes for Magnetic Particle Imaging using edge-preserving priors are studied in [49] .
The present approaches to represent the MPI forward operator can be categorized into measurement-based approaches, e.g., [44, 52] and model-based approaches, e.g., [21, 34, 38] . Further, there exist also some hybrid methods in which these two types of approaches are combined [20, 51] . In the measurement-based approach, a basis (or, more generally, a dictionary) is considered and, for each basis element, the system response is measured physically. Then, the reconstruction consists in the (regularized) solution of the corresponding system of linear equations with the columns of the system matrix being the measured system responses. The measurement process is time consuming in practice, in particular, when reconstructing with higher resolution. For the measurement based approach the receive signal of a small sample of the tracer material is acquired at every pixel position in the FOV. Therefore, the tracer has to be shifted with a robot. As calculated in [21] this takes days for 3D volumes. In order to reduce the time consumption, model-based approaches are of particular interest.
Presently, there are basically three related model-based approaches developed over the past years towards a continuous model for the MPI forward operator. For a general overview, we refer to [21] . All these approaches use Faraday's law of induction with respect to a volumetric coil, see [24, 28] for a derivation. Combined with the Langevin model for the magnetization response, a description of the received voltage signal is obtained. The idealized applied magnetic field consists of a combination of a static and a time-dependent field. In the following, we describe these approaches in more detail. In [43] , Rahmer et al. consider a 1D scenario and study the Fourier series of the signal derived from a delta distribution. They conclude that, in the case of ideal particles, the system function can be written in terms of Chebyshev polynomials. They derive a reconstruction formula for the 1D signal. For the 3D scenario, the system matrices were studied empirically; the measurements suggest a resemblance to tensor product Chebychev polynomials [44] . In the papers [26, 34] , 1D and 2D system matrices were modeled rather than measured. In this case, the time to calculate a system matrix amounts to a few minutes for simple particle models [21] . Goodwill and Conolly [16, 17] and Schomberg [47] follow a geometric approach. In [16, 17] , the received voltage signal is studied in terms of the trajectory of the so-called field free point (FFP). The field free point is the time-dependent spatial location in which the applied magnetic field vanishes. The approach of [47] studies the integral of the received voltage signal instead of the voltage signal itself. Goodwill and Conolly [16] observe that the field free point in the spatial (or x-space) domain is uniquely determined by the magnetic drive field and vice versa. A central result is that the signal generation process can be described by a convolution operator. Schomberg [47] obtains a formulation of convolution type in which the kernel describes the magnetization response of the system. Based on the x-space model, reconstruction formulas for 2D and 3D MPI are derived in [41] . There, also an analysis of the MPI core operator in 2D and 3D is given. Further, in 2D and 3D MPI modelling the particular trajectory traversed by the field-free point plays an important role. Such curves and their application in MPI are studied in [6, 7, 10, 11, 22, 27 ].
Contributions
In this paper, we analyze the continuous 1D MPI model from a mathematical point of view. We make the following three contributions: (i) we provide a mathematical setup for the MPI reconstruction problem in a Hilbert space setting; (ii) we provide a mathematical analysis of the MPI forward operator and its building blocks; (iii) we provide some numerical studies complementing our analytic results.
Concerning (i), we start out to decompose the continuous MPI forward operator into simple building blocks for which we provide a mathematical description in terms of operators on suitable Hilbert spaces. This formalization in turn allows us to access the forward operator mathematically. Our main contribution is (ii). Based on the just mentioned decomposition, we first analyze the simple building blocks of the MPI operator and apply these results to analyzing the forward operator. In particular, we reveal that the continuous MPI problem in 1D is severely ill-posed. Further, we obtain that the singular values of the MPI core operator decrease exponentially. Concerning (iii), we complement our analytic findings by numerical experiments related to the singular value decomposition of the involved operators. In particular, our experiments suggest a fast decay of the singular values for the entire MPI operator.
Outline of the paper
We conclude this introduction with recalling the continuous 1D MPI model in Section 1.3. Then, in Section 2, we derive a mathematical setup on suitable Hilbert spaces (Section 2.1) and decompose the imaging operator in its basic building blocks (Section 2.2). In Section 3, we analyze the MPI forward operator. We analyze its building blocks in Section 3.1 and their composition as well the entire operator in Section 3.2. In Section 4 we present our numerical studies. Finally, we draw conclusions in Section 5.
Modeling MPI -the 1D case
We briefly describe the continuous MPI model in 1D. For details we refer to [43] or [28] .
The goal of MPI is to recover the particle density c(x) of super-paramagnetic iron oxid nanoparticles from a voltage induced in receive coils caused by the time-dependent change in the particle magnetization. More precisely, in the univariate situation, the general continuous model equation reads
Here, u(t) denotes the voltage induced in the receive coils (up to subtraction of the signal obtained by measuring the generated field without particles), σ(x) is the coil sensitivity, and m denotes the mean magnetic moment depending on an applied magnetic field H(x, t). We adapt some simplifications for the one-dimensional case: we assume that the entire field of view of the MPI scanner is eFOV ⊂ R, and thus x ∈ R. We assume that the particle distribution c(x) is entirely supported in eFOV. Further, the receive coil sensitivity is assumed to be constant, i.e. σ(x) = σ 0 . Then, the 1D model equation (1) can be written as
with the system kernel
We further simplify (3) . To this end, we suppose that the applied magnetic field H(x, t) is ideally given by H(x, t) = Gx
Here, H S (x) = Gx gives a linear field with gradient G > 0, and H D (t) denotes a periodic magnetic field H D (t) = γ(t) with period T > 0 and amplitude A > 0 (which does not depend on the space variable x). Further, the T -periodic function γ(t) is assumed to be even such that γ : [0, With these assumptions, the system kernel s(x, t) can finally be written as
2 Mathematical Description of 1D MPI
The goal of this section is the introduction of a mathematical setup on Hilbert spaces to describe the model equation (2) as a linear equation on a Hilbert space. Further, we aim at decomposing the imaging operator in its basic building blocks.
Mathematical Framework
In order to put the modeling equation (2) of the last section into a mathematical framework, we introduce the Hilbert spaces
to represent (equivalence classes of) functions with arguments describing a spatial variable and a temporal variable, respectively. Then, we introduce the integral operator
Using this notation, the 1D-MPI reconstruction problem given in equation (2) can be formulated as the following inverse problem:
Problem. Given an element u ∈ R(S t ) in the range of the operator S t , find a Hilbert space element c ∈ X space such that
Usually, the right hand side u is measured in terms of its Fourier coefficients. Since the trajectory γ(t) is assumed to be even, the voltage signal u can be regarded as an odd T -periodic signal and expressed in terms of its Fourier-sinus coefficientsû(n), n ∈ N. They are given aŝ
Introducing the Hilbert space X freq = l 2 (N) and the operator
the imaging equation (9) can be reformulated for given frequenciesû ∈ X freq as S f c =û.
We now investigate different reformulations and adaptions of the imaging equations in (9) and (10) . We first introduce a new space variable y with −
The corresponding transformation is given by
In addition to the space variable y, we will use γ G (t) to denote the mapping between t and y.
In this terminology, the inverse mapping is given by t = γ −1 G (y). Note that the new variable y corresponds to the field-free point in the language of [16] .
In the following, the interval [− We will always assume that the drive field FOV is contained in eFOV, i.
Substitution to the new variable y, leads to the system kernel
wherem G (x) := −µ 0 σ 0m (Gx). Additionally, we can rewrite the operator equation (9) w.r.t. the new space variable y, on the interval
With the further assumption thatm is an even function, we can interchange x and y inm G and get
or equivalently for t ∈ [0, T /2]:
The first derivation of the imaging equation (12) can be found in a similar form in the original paper [43] and in [41] in a general multivariate setup. Typical instances for the trajectory γ(t) are given as follows.
(i) For the cosine trajectory
the forward operator S t 1 , is given by
(ii) For the sawtooth trajectory
the derivative on the interval [0, T /2] is given as γ 2 (t) = −
4A
T and the forward operator S t 2 can be computed as
Decomposition of the model operators into basic operators
To analyze the imaging operators S t , S y and S f , we decompose them into their elementary parts. We introduce the Hilbert space
and define the operators
which represents the spatial convolution with the derivative of the Langevin functionm G , the projection
which restricts f to the field of view, and the trajectory operator
This yields the decomposition
If we use the frequency information of the signal u as measured data, we obtain a related decomposition by additionally imposing an operator describing the Fourier transform. To this end, we let
Then, we have the decomposition
For the particular trajectories given by (13) and (15) the frequency operator S f can be simplified further. As a preparation for the corresponding statement for (13), we additionally introduce the Hilbert space
the embedding operator
as well as the Chebyshev transform
Here U n (x) = sin((n + 1)x)/ sin(x) denotes the Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind of degree n ∈ N. Using this notation, we can give an alternative decomposition of the operator S f 1 . For a visualization of the following Lemma 1, we refer to Figure 1 . Figure 1 : Diagram of the decomposition of the operator S f 1 for the imaging process based on the cosine trajectory (13) Lemma 1. For the cosine trajectory given by (13), we have the identity
We have further the identity
Proof. Using the explicit representation (14) of the operator S t 1 , we can calculate the operator
With the coordinate change y(t) = γ 1 (t)/G, we obtain
where U n−1 denotes the Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind of degree n − 1. By the definition of the Chebyshev transform given above, the last integral corresponds precisely with
Remark 2. The Hilbert spaces X time , X cheb and X freq are isometric isomorphic. Therefore, in the case the cosine trajectory γ 1 is used in the imaging operator, the reconstruction from all three Hilbert spaces gives equivalent results, see [21, 31] We summarize our results on the decomposition of the MPI forward operators in the following theorem.
Theorem 3. For a general trajectory γ we have the decomposition
For the cosine trajectory given by (13), we further have
For the sawtooth trajectory given by (15), we have the explicit representation
Proof. The first assertion was derived in (21) . The second assertion was proven in Lemma 1.
The third statement follows as in the proof of Lemma 1 by applying the Fourier transform and the coordinate change y(t) = γ 2 (t)/G to the explicit representation of the operator S t 2 given in (16).
Remark 4 (Preproceesing and postprocessing operators). The operators introduced above are the elementary building blocks for the MPI operator describing the model equation (2) . We point out that there are additional pre-and post processing operators involved in the reconstruction process that go beyond the model equation (2) . Depending on the employed MPI scanner there are several possible preprocessing steps involved in the signal generation. In some cases, the measured voltage signal u is not exactly an odd function. This measured distortion of u can be corrected using a symmetrization operator. Further artifacts of the physical scanner can be adjusted by calculating a transfer function [3, 5] . In connection with this we also notice that the frequency information corresponding to the excitation frequencies of the system information may be severely corrupted or not measured at all. This results in an additional projection operator in the frequency domain. Finally, also several postprocessing steps can be modeled and formulated as additional operators. An important example here are merging operations, in which the reconstruction from several different fields of view are patched together to a single reconstructed image [2, 35] . Other postprocessing operations involve mild deconvolutions [5, 17, 45] or DC-offset corrections [40] .
Mathematical Analysis of the 1D MPI forward model
We start out to study the operators in the decomposition (26) in Section 3.1; in Section 3.2, we analyse the composition of the building blocks and draw our conclusions for the MPI forward model. For an account on inverse problems and related operator equations we refer to [4, 8, 23, 39] .
Analysis of the basic operators.
Having a look at (26), we anticipate that the main work consists of analyzing the convolution operator Q conv and the trajectory operator Q time . This is done after discussing the simpler operators first.
The operator Q fov . The operator Q fov is a surjective restriction operator with a clear spectral structure. For later use, we record the following statement.
Lemma 5. The restriction operator Q fov : X space → X fov given by
] is an orthogonal projection onto the subspace X fov with operator norm equal to 1.
Proof. This follows directly from the properties (Q fov ) 2 = Q fov and Q fov * = Q fov , i.e. Q fov is an idempotent, self-adjoint operator on the Hilbert space X space , and, thus, an orthogonal projection onto the range X fov .
The operator Q fft . The Fourier operator Q fft simply performs the sine transform. For later use we record the following well-known fact.
Lemma 6. The operator Q fft : X time → X freq is an isometry.
Note that this statement is just the Parseval theorem.
The convolution operator Q conv . The central operator in the MPI imaging process,
is a convolution operator. The magnetization functionm G is, for idealized distributions of magnetic particles, modelled asm Here m = πD 3 M s /6 is the magnetic moment depending on the radius D of the magnetic particle and the saturation magnetization M s . k B denotes the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, µ 0 the magnetic permeability and σ 0 the coil sensitivity. The convolution kernel is then given bȳ
with
In the following we use the concept of Sobolev spaces; an account on these spaces can be found im [1] .
Lemma 7. The convolution kernelm G is analytic and the image R(Q conv ) is contained in every Sobolev space H s (R), s ≥ 0. In particular, the inverse problem Q conv f = g is ill-posed.
Proof. The Langevin function L extended into the complex plane is a holomorphic function on the open stripe {x + iy : −π < y < π}. Thus, L and therefore also L andm G are analytic function on the real line. The Fourier transform of the derivative L is given by the formula
This function, and thus also the Fourier transform ofm G decay exponentially as ω → ∞. Therefore, we obtain, for all possible Sobolev norms · s , a constants C, C such that for all f ∈ L 2 (R) the inequality
holds. This shows the assertion of the lemma.
The trajectory operator Q time . The influence of the applied MPI trajectory γ G on the MPI model is described by the operator Q time . A second equivalent description of this operator is obtained by applying the sine transform Q fft . Due to the additional multiplication with the derivative γ G (t), the trajectory operator Q time itself is in some cases an ill posed operator. This is summarized in the next Lemma. For a more detailed study of multiplication operators in the framework of inverse problems, we refer to [13] .
Lemma 8. Let γ G (t) be a continuously differentiable bijection from the time interval [0,
. Also, the derivative γ G vanishes only on a set of measure zero. Then, the trajectory operator Q time : X fov → X time given by Q time f (t) = γ G (t)f (γ G (t)) is bounded and injective. The inverse problem Q time f = g is ill-posed if and only if γ G (t) has at least one root in the interval [0,
Proof. For the operator Q time , we have
The operator Q time is therefore a combination of a coordinate change and a multiplication operator in the Hilbert space X space with the multiplier |γ G (γ −1 (x))|. The operator norm of Q time corresponds to the operator norm of the multiplication operator. Since |γ G (γ −1 (x))| is continuous on [−A/G, A/G], the multiplication operator and, thus, also Q time is bounded. Since, by our assumption, the function |γ G (γ −1 (x))| vanishes only on a set of measure zero the operator Q time is injective. For the characterization of the ill-posedness of Q time we consider the inverse operator R time : X time → X space given by R time f (x) = 1/γ G (γ −1 (x))f (γ For the two main studied trajectories, the cosine function γ 1 and the sawtooth function γ 2 , the operator Q time behaves as follows: Corollary 9. For the cosine trajectory γ 1 , the operator
gives rise to an ill-posed problem. For the sawtooth trajectory γ 2 the operator
is an isometry and the problem Q time 2 f = g is well-posed.
Analysis of the composition of the building blocks and the MPI forward operator
Next, we analyze the composed operator consisting of the convolution and the restriction operator. To obtain results for the reconstruction of the particle distribution c from the measured voltage signal, we assume in this section that the particle density c is supported in the smaller drive field FOV [−A/G, A/G], i.e. the region in which the voltage signal is generated. Mathematically, this implies Q fov c = c. Please note that on the Hilbert space X space neither the operator Q fov nor the operator Q conv are compact.
Theorem 10. The composed operator S conv = Q fov • Q conv • Q fov is self-adjoint, positive and its image R(S conv ) is contained in every Sobolev space
] is compact and injective, for any s ∈ R.
Proof. We note that S conv is self-adjoint and positive since
and Q conv is self-adjoint and positive as convolution operator with its kernel being a positive real-valued function. Since the convolution kernel of Q conv is an analytic C ∞ function, its application to compactly supported elements of the form Q fov f results in a C ∞ function defined on the real line. Further, by Lemma 7, Q fov f is contained in every Sobolev space H s (R), s ≥ 0. Therefore, by restricting the result which represents the field of view into the real line, (which is not suitable for showing compactness) we here embed it into a larger properly chosen interval I. We choose
We need the blending function χ having the properties
Note that such functions are typically used in differential geometry; they can be constructed similar to the Leray-Friedrichs kernel. We consider the kernel k, defined on I, by
We have that k is supported within I, that k belongs to the class C ∞ , and that k and all its derivatives are periodic w.r.t. I. Most important, for all f supported in I,
We denote the convolution operator with the kernel k by K, i.e.,
We note that, by the same arguments as used for S conv above, the range of K is contained in H s , and therefore, K is well defined. In particular, K applied to an element f which is supported in [−A/G, A/G], results in a periodic function on I with all its derivatives being periodic as well.
Using the restriction operator
we can express our target operator S conv by
Together with using the introduced operators, this is a consequence of (34) . (We note that, by slight abuse of notation, P and its adjoint P * act on H s instead of L 2 as well.) If we can show that K is compact, then, since P and P * are bounded operators on both L 2 and H s , we can conclude the compactness of S conv from the compactness of K.
In the following we show the compactness of K. We may restrict to a nonnegative integer s ∈ N 0 . If the statement is shown for s ∈ N 0 , we may, for general s ∈ R, take any integer s ≥ s , and conclude the compactness of the operator to H s from its compactness as an operator to H s together with the continuity of the embedding H s → H s . We consider the Fourier basis (e n ) of complex exponentials e n with frequency n w.r.t. the interval I. Since K is a convolution operator, it maps e n to α n e n , with a sequence of scalars (α n ) which are the Fourier coefficients of the kernel k w.r.t. the interval I. Since k is C ∞ , its Fourier coefficients (α n ) decay faster that (1 + |n| 2 )) s/2 , for any s. Further, the norm of the e n is O(n s ) in H s . Therefore, in the coefficient space w.r.t. e n in L 2 and e n /n s , in H s we have that the coefficient sequence (β n ) gets mapped to n s α n (β n ). Hence, the unit vectors form an eigenbasis and the eigenvalues are isolated except for 0. This implies that K is compact from L 2 (I) to H s (I), for s ∈ N 0 . By the derivations above, we conclude the validity for all s ∈ R. Then, by (36) , S conv is compact. This completes the proof of the compactness.
For a square integrable function f that is non-zero in the interval [−A/G, A/G], also the convolution Q conv f with a positive kernel is non-zero in [−A/G, A/G]. This implies the injectivity of S conv .
Remark 11. Instead of performing the elementary proof for the compactness of the operator K above, it would also have been possible to employ the Rellich embedding theorem for this part.
The particular composition of the operator S conv has a remarkable resemblance to related problems treated in the literature, see [9, 19, 48, 55] . In a time-frequency analysis developed by Landau, Pollak and Slepian in the sixties [48] a time-frequency operator of the form S LPS = Q fov • Q sinc • P fov was studied. Instead of taking a convolution operator based on the Langevin function, the operator Q sinc describes the convolution with the sinc-kernel, i.e. Q sinc is a projection onto bandlimited functions inside a frequency interval I. The eigenfunctions of S LPS are the solutions of a differential equations and special functions known as prolate spheroidal wave functions. The eigenfunctions corresponding to the largest eigenvalues turn out to be well localized in the frequency domain inside the interval I. For the actual operator S conv we expect a similar behavior of the eigenfunctions, i.e. we expect that the eigenfunctions corresponding to the largest eigenvalues will have a Fourier transform that is to a large part supported at small frequencies. The asymptotic behavior of the eigenvalues of S conv can be derived analytically. The general result [55, Theorem II] on integral equations in combination with the formula (30) for the Fourier transform of the convolution kernelm G yields the following decay of the eigenvalues.
Proposition 12. Let σ 1 ≥ σ 2 ≥ . . . denote the decreasingly ordered eigenvalues of the compact positive definite operator S conv . The eigenvalues σ n decay exponentially with rate
where For the principal imaging operator S t , we obtain the following main statement.
Restricting S t to the space X fov and assuming that the trajectory γ contains only finitely many zeros in [0, T /2] the operator
] is compact and injective.
In particular, the inverse problem stated in (9) is severely ill-posed.
Proof. From Lemma 7 we know that Q conv c is contained in every Sobolev space H s (R). Therefore, since γ is infinitely smooth, also the function S t c(t) = γ G (t)· (Q conv c)(γ G (t)) is infinitely times differentiable and, thus, contained in every Sobolev space H s [0, T /2]. Restricted to the space X fov the operator S t can be written as
Since S * is compact and injective by Theorem 10 and Q time is bounded and injective by Lemma 8, the composition S t is compact and injective. Finally, using the cosine trajectory γ 1 , we get the following additional statement for the composed operator S freq 1 . By c ∞ , we denote the space of rapidly decaying sequences, i.e. the space of sequences (c n ) n∈N such that max n c n n α < ∞ for all α ≥ 0. Using the trajectory γ 1 , the inverse problem stated in (10) is therefore severely ill-posed.
Proof. By Lemma 7, the convolution Q conv c is infinitely smooth. The scaled cosine function
T t is an infinitely smooth T -periodic function on the real line. Thus, also S t 1 c(t) = γ 1,G (t)(Q conv c)(γ 1,G (t)) is an infinitely times differentiable and T -periodic function on the real line. Additionally, since γ 1,G is even and γ 1,G is odd, the function S t 1 c is an odd function in t. Therefore, we can conclude that S t 1 c is an odd T -periodic Schwartz function. This implies that S t 1 c can be expanded in a sine series in which the sequence of coefficients S f 1 c(n), n ∈ N, decays rapidly. The operator S f 1 restricted to the space X fov can be written as
• Q fov is injective and compact by Theorem 13 and Q ft is an isometry. Thus, also S f 1 is compact and injective if restricted to X fov .
Numerical Studies
We now complement our analytic investigations by some numerical studies. Here, we are particularly interested in the singular value decomposition of the MPI forward operator S t and, as its central part, of the core operator S conv which describes the concatenation of the convolution operator and the restriction operator to the field of view. Left: For a field of view width A/G = 125, we discretized S conv using N sample points. We display the corresponding singular values in decreasing order. Right: For a field of view width A/G = 250, we discretized S conv using N sample points. We display the corresponding singular values in decreasing order as well. For a smaller ratio A/G, we observe a good approximation already for rougher discretizations.
Due to the concatenation of differently shaped operators in S t and S conv , the explicit structure of the singular value decomposition -beyond our statement on the exponential decay of S conv in Proposition 12-is analytically hard to access.
In the following we are going to access the singular values of S conv and S t 1 numerically. To this end we have to discretize the corresponding operators. To discretize the field of view [−A/G, A/G], we use a grid of N equidistant points on which function values are sampled. The operator S conv is then implemented as a discrete N × N convolution matrix acting on vectors of length N . A corresponding realization for N = 120 is illustrated in Figure 2 . Also for the time domain an equidistant grid is used. To illustrate the entire period of the signal u, we use [0, T ] as underlying time domain and sample this interval on an equidistant larger grid with KN , K ∈ N, points. Since the space variable y is related to the time variable by y = A G cos ω 0 t, we regrid the rows of the discretized matrix S conv using linear interpolation. Then, the discretized time operator S t 1 is obtained by multiplying the values of the function γ 1,A at the time sampling points. A realization of S t 1 for N = 120 and K = 2 is shown in Figure 2 .
We recall that, with increasing the resolution N of the discretization, the singular values of the discretized operators converge toward the singular value of the integral operators (which, in our case, are compact operators.) More precisely, we order the eigenvalues of the integral operator and its discretization by magnitude and denote them by σ m for the integral operator and by σ (l) m for the lth level discretization, respectively. Then,
In Figure 3 we illustrate this convergence for the particular instance of the operator S conv . We display discretizations of S conv using N = 1251, 1667, 2501, 5001 sample points, gradient strength G = 5000 and two different sizes for the field of view A/G = 125 and A/G = 250. We observe faster approximation for smaller ratio A/G. using N sample points. We display the corresponding singular values in decreasing order. Right: For a field of view width A/G = 250, we discretized S t using N sample points. We display the corresponding singular values in decreasing order as well. We observe that the singular values initially decrease extremly fast. (Therefore, we use a logarithmic scale for y-axis here.) Further, we observe that there are some very small singular values for each discretization.
In Figure 4 we perform an analogous experiment for the MPI operator S t : we illustrate the approximation of S t using N = 1251, 1667, 2501, 5001 sample points, G = 5000 and two different interval widths A/G = 125 and A/G = 250 as above. For the time discretization we used 4N sample points for each instance of N, respectively. We observe that the first singular values are decreasing extremely fast. Further, we observe that there are some very small singular values for each discretization. Further experiments (we omit at this place) suggest that the number of these small singular values in the discretization increases when the number of time discretization points is reduced.
We observed that, for the presented examples, the first 2000 singular values of the discretizations using N = 5001 sample points rather well-approximate the first 2000 singular values of S conv and S t , respectively. Therefore, in Figure 5 , we display the largest 2000 singular values of S conv using N = 5001 sampling points for discretization. We use G = 5000 and the ratios A/G = 40; A/G = 20; A/G = 10 for the field of view. Viewing these singular values as an approximation of the singular values of S conv , the semi-logarithmic plot displays a rapid initial decay of the singular values complementing our analytic findings on expontial decay.
In Figure 6 , we display the first 2000 singular values of S t discretized using N = 5001 sampling points for different field of view lengths A/G = 40; A/G = 20; A/G = 10 and gradient strength G = 5000. We view them as a good approximation of the largest 2000 singular values of S t . We see that the singular values decrease very fast initially. However, comparing with Figure 5 we observe a slower decay than that of the approximation of S conv .
Conclusion and Discussion
In this work, we have analyzed the continuous 1D MPI imaging operator from a mathematical point of view. We have derived a mathematical setup for the MPI reconstruction problem based The semi-logarithmic plot shows that the singular values decrease very fast initially but then have a slower decay than that of the approximation of S conv in Figure 5 .
on a linear operator equation between Hilbert spaces. We have factorized the MPI imaging operator into basic building blocks and analyzed these building blocks systematically. In turn, we used this decomposition to analyse the forward 1D MPI operator. We were able to conclude that the reconstruction problem in MPI is severely ill-posed in the sense of inverse problems. In particular, as a major source for the ill-posedness of the problem we identified the convolution structure inside the imaging kernel. Restricted to the field of view this ill-posedness is reflected in an exponential decay of the singular values of the composed convolution-restriction operator. The exponential decay herein can be attributed to the analycity of the Langevin function modelling the 1D particle magnetization. For the standard cosine trajectory used in 1D MPI, a second source of ill-posedness is given by the multiplication with a vanishing velocity at the boundaries of the field of view. The asymptotic exponential decay of the singular values of the core convolution operator was derived analytically, whereas final numerical experiments suggest a fast decay of the singular values also for the entire composed MPI imaging operator. In two and three spatial dimensions, the MPI forward operator can be decomposed similarly, but the single building blocks are more involved. For instance, in the multivariate setup, the MPI core operator consists of a matrix-valued convolution operator compared with an orinary convolution operator in 1D; cf. [41] for an analysis of the MPI core operator in two and three spatial dimensions. Another difference arises from the involved signal generating trajectories. In a higher dimensional setup, the data are measured along a one-dimensional curve within a higher-dimensional field of view is covered. Hence, the scan along a trajectory only yields partial information whereas in a univariate situation the trajectory covers the whole univariate field of view. Suming up, the findings obtained in this article do not directly carry over to the higher-dimensional setup but, however, they may serve as a guide how to deal with their counterparts in the more involved multivariate setup.
